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ABSTRACT

The conventional or traditional notice board is widely used in most universities all over the world as a tool to make
announcement or deliver latest information to students. However, as the information technology (IT) is growing at
incrediblepace, it has definitely transformed the way we live, communicate, learn and do business.As theyoung generation
embraced technology and became attached to it, universities or higher education institutions had to keep up with the
transformation in order to smoothen daily activities. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to investigate the effectiveness
ofinformation delivery in higher education institution. Do these young IT savvy students go and read announcement or
informationfrom the notice board or do they opt to read them from the virtual notice board? Does the announcement or
information updates on the notice board reach the students or do we have to develop a friendlier virtual notice board
that could be accessedfrom anywhere? The population ofthis study consists ofstudents from Universiti Teknologi MARA
Cawangan Pahang. Six diploma programmes were randomly chosen and a total of356 questionnaires were distributed.
The selection ofsample was based on stratified random sampling technique. The SPSS Version 18.0 was used to conduct
data analysis. Data was analyzedfor descriptive statistics such as mean, frequency and percentage.
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Introduction

The conventional or traditional notice board is one of the oldest tools used to make announcement or deliver latest
information to students. Many universities are still using it where students are required to go and read announcements
from the notice board at their faculties or departments in order to know the latest news or information. But, as the world
changes and new technologies have been invented, the information delivery has also become more efficient and user
friendly.

The growth in information technology has definitely transformed the way we live, communicate, learn and do
business. And as the new generation of students embraced technology and some of them became attached to it, it has
raised a question whether it is still efficient and relevant to use the conventional notice board. It is often observed that
whenever there is a change in seminar or class schedule, there would be some students missing the seminar or class
because of not reading the notice board from time to time. This shows that the announcement system which is commonly
used in many universities is ineffective when the message did not spread around and reach the students. Therefore, the
objective of this paper is to investigate the effectiveness of information delivery in higher education centre. It is important
to find out whether the announcement or information updated on the notice board is read by the students. This is because
one of the factors contributing to the rate of student's participation and involvement in faculty or university 's events and
activities is the effectiveness of information delivery. And if not, do we have to develop a friendlier virtual notice board
that could be accessed from anywhere?

The Y Generation

According to Business Dictionary (2011), Generation Y, which is also known as Millennial Generation, is the generation
who was born during 1980s and early 1990s. Generation Y students grew up surrounded by technology and most of the
time, used the Net to get any information they needed (Gardner & Eng, 2005). This statement was supported by Lenhart et
al. (2005), when they found that out of ten teens, nine are internet users, and they are prone to log on wherever there is an
internet connection. Many researches have documented the usage of internet among the young generation. For instance,
it was reported that the primary purpose adolescents use the internet remains social reasons (Gross, 2004) despite various
activities including doing schoolwork, playing games, shopping, and downloading music. It shows that the internet has
become a virtual meeting place where teens hang out with their peers to pass time.
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Statistics are also available for the usage pattern of internet among American teens where the 2002 Gallup Survey
[cited from (Whitlock et aI., 2006)] reported that Internet is preferred by many adolescents to the other media, including
telephone, TV, and radio . In addition, the Pew Internet and American Life Project (Lenhart et aI., 2005; Whitlock et aI.,
2006) indicated that the vast majority (89%) of teens use e-mail and 75% use instant messaging (IM). In short, it shows
how virtual world has become part of the Y generation's lives. Therefore, these students are well known as an internet
savvy generation. And because they had grown up surrounded by electronic devices, their critical thinking and other
cognitive skills are somewhat affected (Weiler, 2004). Other than that, Weiler (2004) also stated that they would prefer
absorbing words and images rather than reading. And in contrast, the notice board provided by the universities needed
them to read.
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The Use of Technology in Information Delivery

The era of information age, as well as massive wave ofdata produced today, has claimed people to vary means in delivering
information. It is also important to dctermine what is needed to apply in order to deliver information effectively. It does
not matter whether it is virtual or conventional method, as long as the information reaches them on time and it is accurate.
However, most of the people nowadays prefer to communicate online to gain fast feedback and absorb the information
around the world. As stated by Heiberger and Harpcr (2008), students today network and communicate with each other
using technology as much as, if not more than, face-to-face communication. That is why he stresses that university
administrators must recognize this phenomenon and learn to use the variety of electronic media available in positive ways
to stay connected to college social networks or to promote relevant events on campus (Harper, 2008).

In order to understand the pros and cons of a virtual notice board, the researchers referred to a paper written
by Behzaidi (2011). In her investigation towards pros and cons of online educations, she stated that online education
has greater flexibility which gives students more freedom. In addition, students are able to access the information from
home or anywhere they want to. This is agreed by Weber (2007) where he also stated that online tecimology really helps
students to be flexible because it is available at any times and places. Other than that, Behzaidi (2011) also stressed that
online education can save time and money as compared to conventional class which wasted on commuting. However,
the conventional method also claimed self-discipline among students which they need a little effort to come and get
information whereas online education does not need such effort. The same thing goes for the case of conventional notice
board, where it acquires students to go and read the notice board from time to time at specific locations in the campus to
update information.

On the other hand, the drawback for virtual notice board is it needs internet connection. If the server networks fail,
it will break the communication process. Stressing on the weakness of online education, Badragheh (2011) claimed that
online education entirely depends on internet connection. If the connection fails, then the entire class needs to be canceled.
Therefore, if we want to apply the virtual notice board in campus, we still need a hotspot to get internet connection.
Unfortunately, there are certain places in campus which are not covered with internet connection yet. Furthermore, the
server itself is always buffering and lagging which make users feel bored to access the internet.

The Drawbacks of Conventional Notice Board

The old method in delivering information, which is using wooden notice board, is not accessible everywhere and
everytime. This is due to the fact that notice board is only placed at specific location in the campus. Students need to
commute to the notice board which is located such as at the Head of Programme's office, Academic Affairs office, lecture
blocks and some other locations, just to update information. It troubles them because it is time and energy consuming to   
always go and read the notice board from time to time. As a result, the information delivery will be limited and ineffective.

According to Osamor et al. (2007), the wooden notice board is a flat solid object placed at strategic positions,
makes it an object with notices and posters on it. They stated that when notices are being placed on the board, some ofthe
old notices need to be removed and if not, with time, the notice boards will get filled up with the relevant and irrelevant
notice messages. As a result of this, students might 110t take caution or overlook of any new notices being displayed as it
is time consuming to go through the whole notice board searching for relevant notices. Osamor et al. (2007) also found
that many states of the art and cutting edge universities in the world still rely on wooden notice board hanging on a wall
to display announcements. In addition, he stated that the overreliance of this practice in a university is still not enough
to pass relevant information around as many problems are encountered. Osamor et al. (2007) listed 4 problems and
disadvantages of using wooden notice board as below:

1. Multiple people struggle and cluster a single wooden notice board for information just released.
2. People mutilate, remove or destroy paper notices from the notice board, leaving other people to be uninformed.
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The result is also supported by mean value. The values that are higher than 2.5 will indicate students' interest and
agreement on the items. From Table 3 it can be seen that all mean values are higher than 2.5 except for item 4 and 5. A
total of206 (57.9%) students seldom use the internet facility provide at the library or hostel IT centre, and 205 (57.6%)
of the students cannot afford to have their own internet broadband. From the comments and feedbacks by these students,
it was found that most of them surf the internet using the wi-fi hotspot provided by the university from their hostel room.
Even though the wi-fi hot spots sometimes lag and buffer, students prefer the convenience of surfing at their own place
and at their own preferred time.

Students' Perception on Virtual Notice Board

Section C in the questionnaire measures the perception of students towards the virtual notice board. The result is shown in
Table 5. The higher mean value (M > 2.5) portrays the more positive perception towards the virtual notice board.

Table 5: Students' Perception on Virtual Notice Board

Percentage (%)

Items Mean Strongly Strongly
disagree

Disagree Agree
agree

1. UiTM has virtual notice board 2.93 2.8 18.3 61.8 17.1

2. The use of virtual notice board by university is very limited 2.79 2.5 28.1 57.0 12.4

3. Virtual notice board is user friendly and convenience 2.76 4.8 27.5 54.5 13 .2
4. Virtual notice board suils loday lifesty le 3.16 3.7 7.9 57.6 30.9

From Table 5, we can see that students tend to agree with all items measured in Section C (M > 2.5). 281 students
(78.9%) are aware that UiTM has virtual notice board to upload announcements and information on the internet (M=2.93)
and 247 of them which is 69.4% also agree and strongly agree that the use of the board is rather minimal (M=2.79). There
are 241 (67.7%) students agree and strongly agree that 'virtual notice board is user friendly and convenient' and a total of
315 (88.5%) students also agree and strongly agree that 'virtual notice board suits today 's lifestyle'. Mean for both items
are higher than 2.5 which is 2.76 and 3.16 respectively.

The Effectiveness of Conventional Notice Board

Nine items were used to measure the effectiveness of conventional notice board. The mean and percentage for this
section is presented in Table 6. Students were asked to rate the nine items based on Likert scale I- 'strongly disagree ' to
4-'stTongly agree'. The nine items are as follow:

1. '1 always visit university's offices (HEAIHEPIKOfHead of Programme) to read announcements at their notice
boards'
A total of236 students (66.3%) responded disagree and strongly disagree to this statement which shows that students
seldom read announcements from offices located quite distant from them. The mean for item I is 2.24.

2. '1 always go and read announcements from traditional notice boards at lecture block/hostel'
Mean of2.76 and the percentage of66 .6% for this statement shows that students would go and read the announcements
or latest information from notice boards that are located somewhere near to them (lecture blocks or hostel).

3. 'I normally get latest information from friends'
322 of the students 90.5% responded agree and strongly agree that they got latest information from their friends. A
very high mean value of3.26 also supports the statement.

4. 'Tn my opinion the conventional notice board is outdated'
Students tended to disagree when they were asked to rate whether or not the conventional notice board is outdated.
204 students (57.3%) responded disagree and strongly disagree whereas only 152 (42.7%) students responded agree
and strongly agree. It shows that students thought that conventional notice board is still relevant with today's lifestyle.

5. 'J rarely have time to always go and check latest information / announcements from conventional notice board'
Majority of the students (236 or 66.3%) replied agree and strongly agree that they rarely had time to always go
and read latest information or announcements from conventional notice boards. The rest of the students (33.7%)
responded disagree and strongly disagree with the statement. Mean value for this item is 2.84.
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Table 6: Mean and Percentage for the Effectiveness of Conventional Notice Board

Items Mean Percentage (%)

Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly
disagree agree

I. I always visit university 's offices (HEAlHEPIKOlHead of 2.24 16.3 50.0 27.0 6.7
Programme) to read announcements at their notice boards

2. I always go and read announcements from traditional notice 2.76 5.3 28.1 51.7 14.9
boards at lecture block/hostel

3. I normally get latest information from fr iends 3.26 0.6 9.0 54.5 36

4. In my opinion the conventional notice board is outdated 2.45 14 .3 43.0 25.8 16 .9

5. I rarely have time to always go and check latest information / 2.84 6.2 27.5 42.1 24.2
announcements from conventional notice board

6. In my opinion UiTMfHcad of Programme should have an up 3.22 1.1 9.3 56.5 33.1
to date information delivery system

7. I often use 'sms' to get latest information from facultylHead 2.32 20.5 38.5 29.5 11.5
of Programme

8. The long distant from hostel/lecture block to Head of 3.19 4.5 15.2 37.6 42.7
Programme/UiTM offices is the reason I se ldom read the
conventional notice boards

9. I always fail to notice latest information / announcement from 2.62 17.1 32.3 45.5 5.1
the conventional notice boards

10. My Head of Programme/faculty delivers more information / 2.66 6.7 33.7 46.3 13.2
announcement through conventional notice board compared to
the internet

6. 'In my opinion UiTM / Head of Programme should have an up to date information delivery system'
A total of 319 students (89.6%) replied agree and strongly agree that UiTM and Head of Programme should have
a more up to date information delivery system. Only 37 (10.4%) of the students responded disagree and strongly
disagree with the statement. The mean value is 3.22.

7. 'I often use 'sms' to get latest information from faculty / Head of Programme'
Majority of the students (210 or 59%) responded disagree and strongly disagree when they were asked to rate the use
of' sms' in getting the latest infonnationiannouncements. And another 41 % agree and strongly agree that they do use
'sms' to get latest information from their Head of Programme.

8. 'The long distant from hostel/lecture block to Head of Programme / UiTM offices is the reason I seldom read
the conventional notice boards '
Mean value of 3.19 and the percentage of 80.3% (286 students) for item 8 shows that students responded agree
and stTongly agree that one of the main reasons they seldom read from conventional notice board at their Head of
Programme / UiTM offices is because of the long distance of these offices from their hostel or lecture blocks. This
resu lt actually supports the result fTom item 1,2,3,5 and 6.

9. 'I always fail to notice latest information / announcement from the conventional notice boards'
A total of 180 students (50.6%) responded agree and strongly agree that they always overlook and fail to notice latest
announcement or information fTom the conventional notice boards. Whereas another 49.4% responded disagree and
strongly disagree to the statement. The mean value for this item is 2.62.

10. 'My Head of Programme/faculty delivers more information / announcement through conventional notice board
compared to the internet'
212 students (59.5%) replied agree and strongly agree that that their Head of Programme/faculty delivers more
information through conventional notice board as compared using the internet as a medium. The mean for this
statement is 2.66.
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Students' Preference on Notice Board Options

~
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As referred from Table 7, when students were asked to choose which method they like the best to receive information or
announcements, more than half of the students (53.4%) seem to choose virtual notice board. There are 28.9% of them
favor the old method and prefer to remain using the conventional notice board. And only 17.7% insist on the use of both
types of notice board.

Table 7: Percentage of Students' Notice Board Preference

Students' Preference

Change to virtual notice board

Remain to use conventional notice board

Use both conventional and virtual notice boards

Conclusion and Recommendations

Frequency

190

103

63

Percentage (%)

53.4

28.9

17.7

'Information at your fingertips', so the saying goes, which shows how technological advancement has enabled easy
access to information. Despite the fact that people nowadays choosing virtual space as a tool of delivering information,
conventional method is still being used widely, especially in higher education institutions.

The study reveals four important findings. The first one is the study shows that students are really interested
and tend to use the internet during their spare time. They have the tools to go online and stay connected to the internet.
90.7% of them have computer or lap top, 42.5% have their own internet broadband and wi-fi hot spots are also available
at various locations on campus. The second finding is students do have positive perceptions towards the virtual notice
board. The third important finding is the use of conventional notice boards will only be effective if they are placed at
strategic locations. 66.3% of the students seldom visit university offices such as Head of Programme's office just to check
out the latest announcement or information. 90.5% of them rather ask their friends for updates and latest announcements.
And 50.6% of the students admit that they fail to notice new announcements or latest updates on the conventional notice
board. But if the conventional notice boards are located at a place like students' walking alley to their lecture blocks or
near their hostels, the percentage of effectiveness will be higher as 66.6% of them will go and read the notice board from
time to time. Therefore, the location plays a vital role in order to make sure that the conventional notice board is effective.
The last finding is majority of the students (53.4%), suggested that university and faculty should change to virtual notice
board. But at the same time, they are also asking for a better and wider coverage of the wi-fi hot spots.

Therefore, it can be concluded that in order to encourage and attract more students to read updates and
announcements from notice boards, a new and creative way of delivering information should be adopted. The idea of
sharing information easily and quickly should be the base to find the best solution for an effective information delivery.
In order to enhance student's participation, the information should reach the students. As recommendations, UiTM could
build the virtual notice board as we have many experts in information technology. All faculties, especially the Head of
Programme or Programme Advisor should have their own virtual notice board to stay connected with their students; and
these pages which could be linked from UiTM Pahang website could have the security and privacy features by setting the
user id and password.

Heiberger and Harper (2007) suggested that universities should use the technologies most popular with students.
1t should be user friendly, efficient and relevant with today's world. They highlighted the use of Facebook, as it is one of
the most popular online communication tools among students. It allows users to connect to a large group of people with
one log-in on one website. The two-way communication feature makes it relevant and suitable for faculty-students or
university-student interactions. Faculty can upload announcement, updates information or news and students can always
inquire doubtful itinerary of information or simply 'like' the message to show their agreement or preference.

Yeo (2009) suggested the use of bluetooth announcement system to replace the traditional notice board or even
electronic notice board. He stated that even though the electronic notice board is more effective compared to the traditional
one, (as it allows an end user to quickly and easily update any information that they wish to pass on to visitors in real
time), the fact that it is not accessible from anywhere, and students still need to pass through the location of the board in
order to read updates makes it still ineffective. Using the bluetooth system, all students will be able to get the most current
news, information or any announcements at any time and any location (as long as their bluetooth is turned on and they
are still within the coverage area).
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In the end, it does not really matter whether we want to use the conventional or virtual notice board. What
matters the most is for the information to reach the students. We should also take into consideration the transformation
of today's world, the new generation of students and the changing trend in information delivery. At the same time,
universities should also make full use of the facilities that they have. However, since this university has students from
various family backgrounds, the researchers strongly believe that the combination of both conventional and virtual notice
board is the best solution for a better and more efficient information delivery in UiTM Pahang. And once the virtual notice
board is actively utilized by both parties (university or faculty


